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Pendelhaven, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.The sun and moon have been devoured by the cosmic wolves Skoll and
Hati. Fimbulwinter has envelopped the world in the cold and darkness. Men prey on each other in
order to survive. Amid the chaos, in the struggle for the throne, comes a war between brothers.
Hakon, illegitimate heir to the throne of Norveig, has obtained a horn that can summon a terror
from the depths of the ocean. This monstrosity has been sinking the vessels of his half-brother, Jarl
Erik Bloodaxe. Erik sends a company of untried heroes to infiltrate Hakon s stronghold, and steal
the horn. As with all things political there are other agendas. Fjorn, the leader of the team, is Erik s
half-brother who could challenge Erik for the throne. Erik s wife Gunnhild is a powerful sorceress
with her own ambitions- could her goals derail the heroes? In life, sometimes a Jarl wins, and other
times a Jarl wins. HORN OF THE KRAKEN tells a vivid, stirring adventure tale that gives the reader a
wild ride, but it also features that most enjoyable of reading experiences: characters...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is fantastic and great. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge I am just easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a composed publication.
-- B r a dley Ha hn-- B r a dley Ha hn

This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. It is definitely simplistic but excitement from the 50 % of your book. You wont sense monotony at at any time
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .
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